Movement is the Key for
Expression and Freedom – Peter
I call upon God Mighty I Am Presence in communication with me. I ask this day what
movements or actions can we (human beings) take to Co-Create in alignment with God’s Will
through us as the microcosm of the macrocosm?
Dear Ones, it is a valiant gesture what is called forth this day and one that, if adhered to, will
expand your consciousness once again and the movements by which you shall all potentially
travel, both inwardly and outwardly. This request is not a usual one and little is known from
a 3d perceptive of such a concept as to the vast expansiveness and depth of what is indicated
within the chosen words. Yet it is the simplicity and the innocence here, that will indeed
move mountains, change the course of rivers, shift worlds and ultimately move many
Universes into greater evolutionary cycles. Time has no bearing here as this request is in
fact, outside of space and time as you know it.
For thousands and thousands of years, long ago, it used to be a way of life for many
civilizations that have lived here upon Gaia. Through the evolutionary processes that have
transpired, these peoples have departed, but not before leaving behind and preserving their
consciousness’ in the many various forms of libraries. For example:- Crystals and Crystal
Skulls, stones, rocks and their formations, waters, artifacts, Earth forms, locational vortices of
knowledge, Spiritual and Cultural communications through stories past down from
generations to generations and now pathways of communications that access directly into the
Arkashic records of people, locations and defined time line lineages of specific civilizations
and races connected to the inside of Earth and the outside within Star Systems and Galaxies
and other Universes.
There are so many who have stored their experiences and Knowledge for this Earth time to be
released and discovered once again, for this is a time whereby a 5,000,000 year cycle returns
to its beginning. The closing of this major Universal cyclic event will allow each of you to
find your way back Home via the Cosmic Heart. Several hundred thousand Races are
directly or indirectly connected to you and Mother Earth and this small but powerful solar
system. Yet your present known histories are so vague and short minded that you know
nothing of such things from where you are. These past civilizations lived physically upon the
Earth fully connected to Spirit and were able to fully embrace the Principles and the
understandings of just how powerful these Laws are and how beautiful and loving the
manifested potentials can be that they created. If humanity today embraced these Principles
now, life as you know it would never be the same again. All fear would dissipate. There
would be no crime, control or manipulation, no illness or disease. Everyone would live in
Perfect harmony, not only with each other but also with all nature realms and animal
kingdoms.
It is no mistake that the messages that are now being received across the globe are making
way toward the constant movement of Love in Action and the actualization of the Truth as to
where Home is and how one may relate to it. Home is where you hang your hat is a human
metaphor, which may be understood very broadly and simply as ‘any place one resides upon
this Earth, which allows them to find comfort and security”. If your home creates happiness
and pleasure for you, then we encourage you to continue to find your Joy and Peace within its

grounds and walls. However, We ask that you be mindful at the same time, that there is also
a wider perspective that may open a whole new broadband of consciousness and Universal
Awareness.
It is not to be confused by any complacency that this type of physical home may offer. Home
can be a place of deception also, for comfort and security can indeed create limitations and
boundaries that curtail the possible manifestations and experiences of even greater comfort
and security, where true freedom comes, outside the realms of physicality. Please know that
your Earth home is only a temporal place of residence and a place from where you can
explore the Freedom of The Greater Home of Mother Father God that lies deep within your
Cosmic Heart Connection with Him/Her. Here is where the eternal freedom and
unlimitedness of Home or Heaven resides. Living in a particular place on Earth is not the
issue we are raising for your discernment but rather the Knowing that Home is in every Heart
of mankind. What We are endeavoring to share with each of you upon the planet who are
ready, is to assist you to open the doors and gateways into your Grandness of Being the Light
of Omniscience, Omnipresence and Omnipotence.
You Dear Ones are beginning to see the importance of expanding your consciousness’
through the activation (movement) of Higher Vibrational Energies. The Knowing that no
matter where you hang your hat, peace, comfort, joy, happiness and love can find their
highest resonances of vibrational Light there with you. We would like to offer you today a
simple task in movement; in expanding your consciousness into other realms of existence
through your own conscious Heart Mind expansion.
Use your time today to relax, take it easy and do some writing, meditation or stillness or
anything else that connects you to Spirit. We shall accompany you, and in doing so, take you
upon a journey or two into the midst of Our Consciousness so that you may begin to merge
more consciously from your own perspectives. You need to do this because although you are
of a Group Consciousness, you in your individual way must discover this Unity from within
the Journey of the biology in a physical realm. These experiences hopefully will assist you in
the realization of the feelings of Home and greater awareness! Your feelings will activate
your memories and your memories will transmute stuck energies to Higher Vibrational Fields
of Light!
Here the movements of the Universes will flow through you in a way that your personal
Journey can be validated and accepted with ease and grace. In this way you will begin to
correlate that which You Are as the microcosm of the macrocosm. You will potentially
discover that the limitations of this Earth Realm or the human consciousness that surrounds
it, is no longer able to hold or constrain you to the dimensional fields of Earth.
You shall remember on many occasions We have prompted you to move, each in your own
way, not only for the reason of undertaking your Earthly Works, but related to the importance
of how one’s energies are depleted and restricted when remaining too long in a single place,
situation, circumstance, belief pattern or way of life. This may have been a physical, mental,
emotional or even spiritual domain change, which had the potential to limit, restrict and
become stale! Some have called it a move away from familiarity; We call it “a move away
from being stuck in limitation. We wish for you to know that to realign with the movement of
the Universes, you too must move.
The unfamiliarity and the unlimitedness of human potential which allows expansion, comes
when they are in constant movement; never being in the same place longer than is required.

Movement continues to take one outside of their comfort zones and the extremities of their
old patterns of belief, their habits, rituals and customs, all which may come in a myriad of
forms as everyone knows. No example is greater than religion, world administration,
financial programming, media conditioning or as simple as the repetition of everyday routine
and life.
Movement is the key for expression and freedom; it offers security and protection, through
the very implementation of placing one’s self into the most vulnerable and innocent of
positions. The Divine attributes of Faith and Trust are reinforced time and time again and the
confidence to pick up your stakes and take another journey inwardly or outwardly, to
encourage the excitement of the journey and new experience through strangers, friends,
family, Spirit, Earth and of course God and His/Her expressions of Universal Flow.
When the Universe and Self are in total Unity, (and you are already, might We say), through
the same matter and anti-matter that make up the Universe, your world and you, you will
expand your constitutions once again. Your thought forms will radically become so much
more expansive than that of any old human paradigm, it will amaze you beyond worlds. It
will and We smile here – knock your socks off!!!!
We offer three steps:1. The disconnection from the old human consciousness matrix and thought processes.
2. The connection to the New Cosmic Consciousness Grid.
3. The realization that the Universe lives for and through you.
A fairly tall order for humanity, but in Truth, not all of humanity is being asked to become
completely unattached to the way of human life as it exists today upon Earth.
Only the ones who have come specifically committed to place their focused intention on the
Higher Realms here upon the New Erthe will respond. All is within the reach of the rest of
humanity should they so choose to accept these new Principles for themselves. However, for
now, those who are here to trigger the first waves of Consciousness shifts are being called to
respond. It may take some higher consciousness and consolidated effort to start to make
these shifts now. Especially now, for clarity of direction iis somewhat clouded by the
intensity of the present Energetic flows of photons and magnetic impulses arriving from the
Central Sun.
We tell you many changes are coming and the intensities are only going to increase. We are
here to assist in every way We can, but only you can ground these Energies for yourselves
and the rest of Humanity. There are now, more than ever, some fearless choices to be made
in unconditional Love for Self, focused dedication, humanity, all other life forms upon the
planet and the All That Is. Lift and shift these Universes to new heights of human awareness
consciousness through your expansion, joy, happiness, peace and your HOME status deep
within yourselves.
The Macrocosmic Fields of Creation are all within you and expressed through the
Microcosmic realities of your Being. Expand your beliefs and perspectives of what God Is.
Open the Heart Mind into Being and you shall begin to see, understand and feel more clearly
the benevolence of the Macrocosmic alignment and fusion with the Microcosmic Self of you.
What does God ask of you – Nothing! What do you ask of God? What movements or
actions can we (human beings) take to Co-Create in alignment with God’s Will through us as
the microcosm of the macrocosm?

We answer for you; gently with ease and grace move away from living in the old human
paradigm of doing. Your own Higher Consciousness will guide you, ALWAYS, when you
are listening.
A picture has been painted, but not so many can interpret the Master Piece. It is the Spirit
within your Cosmic Heart that is the Artist. He/She will bring Unity Consciousness and the
complete Knowingness of your expansive and multidimensional natures back for you to remember. Just as you agreed when at Home. Time to come Home Beloveds!
Have a wonderful peaceful day.
I Am/ We Are Universal Blessings
Thank you in Love and joy, I Love you – Peter

